Derby Speaks Tuesday; ‘Juvenile Delinquency’ Is Final Lecture Topic

Christian Science Monitor Reporter To Lecture, Speech Concludes Series Sponsored By Chaplain


The lecture, fourth and final of a series, is sponsored by the University Chaplain and the Christian Science organization.

Chaplain Edward Harris, commenting on the significance and vital nature of the juvenile problem, cited the growing movements for national legislation and the necessity of a Philadelphia curfew law for children under 17.

More than ever before, he said, there is a general public awareness of the problem and the need for public information to prevent the orphans of the period from becoming delinquent.

Mr. Derby’s talk will help provide this information, Harris said, by revealing the seriousness of the problem.

The Philadelphia News Bureau of the New York News Bureau of the New York World-Telegram & Sun has been a reporter in Colorado, Missouri, Wisconsin, and other states.

Derby, a native of the Netherlands, holds a degree in journalism from the University of Leyden, and has served as a member of the editorial board and in various editorial capacities in the Netherlands. He has also been an assistant professor in journalism at the University of Illinois.

#### Pulitizer Author Addresses Group

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Pulitzer Prize-winning author and historian, will hold a list of the speakers at a meeting of the American Philosophical Society on the 16th floor of the number 5, starting at 12:30 p.m.

Schlesinger will talk on "Political Ideas and the American Mind" in his capacity as a professor of history at Harvard University and as the author of numerous books, including "New Viewpoints in American History" and "Political and Social History of the United States, 1600-1860".

Jones Addresses Group

Following his talk, British author Arnold Toynbee will speak on "War and the Growth of the City" and the "Debate on Urban War".

#### Skimmer Day Program Features Special Events and New Shows

The usual opening and new races at the Schuylkill River, special events, and features for Skimmer Day, Saturday, will include a Gun Club concert, a hula hoop dance contest, and an exhibition of rowing by the Philadelphia Girls Rowing Club.

Skimmer Weekender with a Mask and Wig Glee Termed 'Unsung Heroes'; Members Practice Twenty Hours Each Week

Members of glee chorus of the 15th annual Freshman Mask and Wig show, "Green Breez and Blue," have been termed the "unsung heroes" by glee coach, Nicholas Brinton.

The chorus, men and women, netted from 2 to 10 every evening from 8:30 to 10:30.

2500 students will attend the show, which is sponsored by the Freshman Mask and Wig Club.

The winner of the contest will be chosen from the group put into production for the final. Judging the show will be Dr. John W. Taylor, scientist.

#### Commager Will Speak On Nations, Learning In Houston Hall May 11

Philomatheans Sponsored Noted Historian; Talk Is By First In New Series Of Speakers

Henry Steele Commager, professor of American History at Columbia University, will give an address on "Nationalism and the Great Community of Learning," May 11 at 8 p.m. in the Houston Hall Auditorium.

Albert Fidaso, moderator of the Philomathean Society, which is sponsoring Commager’s appearance, said that he is the first lecturer to be invited by the society to speak since it went into the practice of inviting annual prominent guest speakers to deliver an oration.

Fidaso further stated that while the series is designed to integrate Western Civilization, it appears to have been broken down the artificial boundaries of the various departments of the society. He said that only a small number of students have tried to show that all the papers of the series are interwoven and overlap.

Commager will follow along with others in the series of Philomathean lectures on Western Civilization. He said his topic is a global scope. He said that he was impressed by the great universal field of history.

#### Penn Players' Rehearsals Begin With Romantic Comedy Show

Rehearsal for the Pennsylvania Players' production of ‘The Pie-Eyed Piper’ will start tonight at 7 p.m., announced J. Philip Strawinski, director of the Players.

The comedy was created by J. Philip Strawinski, the author of the words and music, and Ronald Lowden, Jr., the composer of the music.

#### Dorn Interviews Open

Men who have submitted applications for dormitory admissions should come to the dormitory office and sign up for an interview with the Admissions Committee and Dr. Eugene Haas. Interviews will be conducted in the Dormitory Office on the 16th floor, starting at 3:30 p.m. Applicants may be interviewed, but Stu. Haas, even though over 48 such forms have already been turned in. There are approximately 15 admissions openings.

#### Stafford Derby Are Juvenile Delinquents?

Sops To Elect Major

All college sophomores who will begin their junior year in September and who have applied for admission will decide the major they should do so in 116 College Hall during the next two days. Otherwise it is likely that they will not be accepted by the major department concerned in time to be advised for the Fall Term.

#### Gisburne Shows Campus Progress in Charge of Student Activities Group

In charge of Student Activities Group, which is sponsoring Commager’s appearance, Dr. Harris said that he is the first lecturer to be invited by the society to speak since it went into the practice of inviting annual prominent guest speakers to deliver an oration.
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The Daily Pennsylvanian

Letter To The Editor

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

I am addressing this letter to you because I feel that something is lacking in the arts.

Arts, as a whole, is ill-served by the kind of inaccurate reporting that is represented in your write-up of my talk before the Philomusical Society last Thursday. Not only was the main line of my argument misrepresented, The Daily Pennsylvanian also attributed to me statements that were actually never made.

I shall limit this refutation to the two most obvious points and have to beg that it be prominently displayed in your next issue. Usually, when faced with the end of an article, my students were emancipated from working under the orders of a patron not until the Renaissance. But the musician as a professional was emancipated in its true sense, as an autonomous member of society last Thursday. Not only was the main line of my argument misrepresented, but the assumption of hostility to the arts on the part of the student was quite unwarranted.

The second point in my addresses was that the arts have a vital function to perform in society, particularly in times of war. This may be a painful point for some students to hear, but it is a fact that cannot be denied.

I am writing this letter to you to ask that this statement be prominently displayed in your next issue, and I am hoping that it will come as a result of sudden realization of the importance of the arts in society.
Gary Brotz followed with a home field. Quaker Nine Defeats Drexel, 8-6, via free passes. Plaskonos leading, 8-3. he gave up a single in the final inning. With the Quakers out in the first three frames the reliever pitched to 30 men—over the mound—while allowing only one safety and a single walk.

He struck the side out in the fourth, and retired 17 consecutive batters between Bill Dodier's inning-ending 3B to the third and a WAR to Del Campo in the sixth. The only inning from the first assignment of the year, Plaskonos weakened slightly in the final inning. With the Quakers leading 9-3, he gave up a single to Ted Maier, and shortstop Bob Fabrega committed a home run. After putting two more on base via free passes, Plaskonos settled down and forced the next three men to round weakly to the left-center field stands, scoring Minervino, and Pennsylvania got its third straight victory.

Pennsylvania's Jim Manley records a putout at first base on a throw from shortstop Mike Dalton to end the sixth inning of Friday's Quaker-Drexel baseball game. Gary Brotz was the Dragons' first man, and forced the next two men in the order to produce a groundout and a flyout to end the game.

Benjamin Franklin Mile Dropped From Penn Relay Carnival

The news that the Benjamin Franklin Mile will be dropped from this year's Penn Relay Carnival was eased to the announcement of the top-caliber of the 1955 entries. Because of the presence of Artie Selwell, who shares the world 1,600 yard record, Rod Perry, who shares the world 50 yard hurdles mark, and Art Polard, the world's fastest 200 man in 1964, a feature event is not without its attractions.

Track experts have been estimating the year's latest as superior to that of last season which included Pennfield's world record holding two-mile relay team and Len Jones, holder of the world's 400 meter mark.

The mile, a feature for four years that has starred runners such as Roger Bannister was dropped when it became impossible to line up a top-flight field.

We Stanbrough and Fred Dwyer declined because of prior commitments while Britain's Ian Holt, Norwey's Anton Boren (world 1,600 meter record holder), Denmark's Gunnar Nielsen (world indoor mile record holder), and Argentina's Pan American Games field (the conqueror of Santee) were invited, but were unable to attend.
Progress Indicated In Racial Problem

(Continued from Page One)

University is against making any mandatory statements on the problem and that the problem varies with different fraternities. He reiterated Osborne's remarks in stating that the University has no intention in combating discrimination.

At the MIT Conference it was remarked by Dr. John Hope Franklin of Howard University that "as we move into a new stage in the battle against ignorance and the struggle for peace and freedom, our colleges and universities will take the lead in

an undergraduate favorite...our

*346" Gabardine Suits

Our attractive "346" worsted gabardine suits are made with swelled edges, patch pockets with flaps and center back vent...in our own distinctive shade. All sizes, including extra longs. Coat and trousers, $90

"346" Tropical Worsted Suits, $68

"346" Lightweight Twed Sport Jackets, $55 to $65

COOKLYN'S DAIRY

346 MADISON AVENUE, COR 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

A WHOLE CABOODLE OF LUCKY DROODLES!

A WONDERFUL SLANT on smoking! You'll find it in the Droodle above, titled: Tourist enjoying better-toasting Lucky Strike while leaning against tower of Pia. If your own inclination is toward better taste, join the many college smokers who prefer Luckies. From any angle, Luckies taste better. They taste better, first of all, because Lucky Strike means fine toasted tobacco. Then that tobacco is toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted"—the famous Lucky Strike process—tones up Luckies' light, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better. Little wonder that Luckies tower above all other brands in college popularity!

DROODLES. Copyright 1953 by Roger Price

COOKLYN'S DAIRY

146 MADISON AVENUE, COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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